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This document has been developed to provide context to the Board as part of the strategic
planning process. Regional development and travel trends and forecasts are provided,
including population, employment, location of work trips, vehicle miles traveled, and
development of activity centers. Data and forecasts of WMATA service and operations are
provided. Finally, an initial set of transportation challenges and opportunities that WMATA
faces are outlined.
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The Transportation Planning Board (TPB) Vision was adopted in 1998 and was created as a
framework to guide transportation decision making and investments into the 21st Century. It is used
by the jurisdictions to guide project submissions for the 2040 long‐range plan (CLRP) and the six‐
year transportation improvement program (TIP). Goals target mulitmodalism, improving access,
affordability, interconnectedness, and support of the region’s economic development.
COG recognized a need for a broader long‐term vision for the region. A coalition of elected officials,
business and civic leaders came together to develop a comprehensive, regional vision to address
the interrelated challenges of population growth, aging infrastructure, traffic congestion, energy
costs, environmental restoration and protection, affordable housing and sustainable development,
and education, economic and health disparities. Region Forward developed goals, targets, and a
compact agreement to guide future planning and measure progress. Adopted in 2010, Region
Forward outlined a vision of a region that is increasingly pedestrian and transit‐oriented, with
suburban growth concentrated in activity centers that can be served by transit. However, a
pp
g implementation
p
p
plan has yyet to be developed
p to enable the advancement of Region
g
supporting
Forward. The adopted document can be found here:
http://www.mwcog.org/store/item.asp?PUBLICATION_ID=368
Ultimately, public transit is the backbone of Region Forward. To create an accessible, sustainable
region that enables mobility and prosperity for its residents requires public transit. The adoption by
Metro’s Board of a vision and strategies to implement it would further support Region Forward as
it would emphasize transit’s current and future importance in meeting the region’s goals
goals.
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Source: MWCOG, Round 8.0 Cooperative Forecasts, Includes COG jurisdictions and Charles,
Calvert, Stafford, and Frederick Counties
By 2040, the Washington region is expected to grow by about a third – in population,
households, and jobs. The population is comparable to adding another City of Philadelphia
(as of its 2009 population) to the region by 2040. All of these new residents will require
transportation – to jobs, retail, home, and education. This growth could be viewed as a
problem – how do we fit these people onto already congested roads and transit and into a
dense region – or it could be viewed as an opportunity – to implement the vision outlined
in Region Forward and create a region that is more accessible, better connected, more
sustainable, and ultimately more livable. Capturing this opportunity requires a
comprehensive regional public transit system.
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Source: MWCOG, Round 7.0 Regional Activity Centers.
In support of the TPB Vision in 1998, COG identified regional activity centers and clusters.
These were developed to help guide land use and transportation planning decisions and
focus transportation investments and land use policies in these areas. These investments
and policies include making these areas more transit‐oriented and transit‐friendly,
combined with increasing the amount of employment and/or housing in the centers and
g
Forward’s Vision relates directlyy to these areas,, focusingg the
clusters. Much of Region
accessibility, sustainability, diversity, and other targets on these areas – where people live
and work.
Initially, Metro’s routes were radial in nature, connecting different activity centers with the
core. However, with development and future growth concentrated in these centers and
clusters, the next step is to create a web of connected activity centers, which will help to
increase transit mode share in the region.
region
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Source: MWCOG, Round 7.2a Cooperative Forecast
Consistent with trends over the past several decades, the vast majority of development is expected
to occur in the suburbs, both in the compact member jurisdictions and those jurisdictions beyond.
As can be observed today, travel between suburban destinations is quite common, but is
underserved by public transit. Based on the MWCOG’s projections, these trip patterns are expected
to grow by 45%. According MWCOG, the fastest growth rate in population will be seen in the
region’s outer suburbs—Frederick, Charles, Prince William and Loudoun counties— where the
population is expected to grow 50% between now and 2040. Although jobs will increase
everywhere the majority of employment opportunities will still be in the inner jurisdictions
everywhere,
jurisdictions. This
locational mismatch, as well as other factors, means the average distance between jobs and
households will continue to grow.
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Source: MWCOG, The Region, Volume 50, 2011. Analysis of the CLRP.
As part of the CLRP process, COG reviews a variety of benchmarks for the region.
Congestion is projected to increase, even with the expected increased use of transit for
work trips. This congestion will especially impact surface transit, especially bus routes, as
the highest ridership bus lines operate on some of the most congested corridors. Extracting
buses from congested streets is vital if they are to be a viable, reliable, efficient mode of
transport.
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Sources: MWCOG Household Survey (2007‐08), MWCOG Cordon Count (2009), and
national benchmarks from http://www.thetransportpolitic.com/2010/10/13/transit‐mode‐
share‐trends‐looking‐steady‐rail‐appears‐to‐encourage‐non‐automobile‐commutes/
The dense development of the core – DC, Arlington and Alexandria – supports high transit
use to the core, especially for work trips. A virtuous cycle has been created whereby transit
investments have reinforced continued development within the core, serving as a model
for combining the region’s major activity centers with transit. By further expanding transit
(bus or rail) into other activity centers, such as Tysons Corner, we expect to see the same
synergy around development and transit use. On the other hand, transit carries
substantially less of the region’s work trips, including suburb to suburb trips, and an even
lower share of overall trips (i.e. recreational, social, etc.). This is due to the dispersed
nature of the origins and destinations of the trips, often between locations that transit
does not serve welll.
welll
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Source: WMATA 2002 and 2007 Metrorail Surveys
Metrorail patronage is changing. Originally built to serve the needs of commuters, Metro
still continues to be dominated by workers during the weekday AM peak period. Of those
AM peak period users, 41% are federal employees. However, WMATA surveys indicate that
Metro is being used by a wider variety of users during the off‐peak periods. PM off‐peak
use grew at a faster rate than any other time period (22%). Non‐work trips such as
shopping, school, personal, or tourist‐oriented, grew by 20%, in comparison with work‐
related trips (11%). More people are accessing transit by walking and the access mode
share by bike increased by 60%. Lastly, 20% of the riders surveyed in 2007 do not own a car,
indicating that they are looking to Metro to serve their day‐to‐day transportation needs.
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WMATA has started to assess the benefits of transit to the region and understand the
impacts to the region if transit did not exist. Using TPB’s travel demand model, removing
transit, and expanding the road network to meet existing levels of congestion, the impacts
of transit can be understood. In addition to what is added – more cars, more parking, more
car‐oriented development – it is also as much a story of what the region would forego if
transit were omitted. Open space would be overrun by roads. Existing development would
be overrun by highways and road infrastructure. Future development would be more
expensive as significantly more parking would be needed.
needed Streets would be wider,
wider resulting
in less walkable, less livable communities.
How can we use this data, and that of other studies, to better advocate for transit and
articulate its role in the region?
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Ridership forecasts show that passenger loads will exceed acceptable load standards if
Metro continues to operate 50% 8‐car trains. By expanding to 8‐car trains, WMATA would
be able to carrying 25,000 passengers per hour per direction of travel, a 34% increase over
existing 6‐car trains. Currently, the Capital Improvement Program (CIP) does not include
funding to enable 100% 8‐car trains, include funding for cars, power upgrades, and car
storage. In the long‐term, even with 8‐car trains, core capacity is expected to remain an
issue as station capacity may need to be expanded, especially at transfer stations.
The core will remain a peak period destination for much of the region’s workforce.
Enhancing the surface transit network by applying the priority corridor network
recommendations can provide a less capital intensive solution to bring more peak period
riders into the core. Interlining, or adding infrastructure in certain areas that creates
connections so that rail lines can operate on different tracks, can help reduce capacity
constraints on some lines and provide new connections between existing Metrorail lines
lines.
Lastly, adding new rail lines through the core will increase overall capacity of the system by
connection new markets.
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Source: WMATA 2007 Metrorail Access Survey
30% of riders use Park and Ride facilities, with most of them arriving in single‐occupancy
vehicles. 45% of those Park and Ride users live within 3 miles of the station – a distance
that could accommodate walking, biking, and feeder bus transit. With the AM Peak Period
ridership growth expected to be another 100,000 riders by 2040, maintaining the current
access mode would require about 40,000 more spaces. The impacts of this are greater than
the capital costs. Land used by parking would be lost to possible mixed use development
around the station. Roads leading to and traveling around the station would be more
congested. This would result in less walkable, transit‐oriented communities – and those
who live within 3 miles of a station would be less likely to use an alternative mode.
Adding infill stations along the existing lines, complete with pedestrian, bike, and feeder
connections and no parking will support increasing ridership without adding to parking (i.e.
New York Avenue). Working with the jurisdictions to develop around the station and
improve bike/pedestrian networks around stations will help to increase access by
bike/walk, as well as grow the ridership base. Lastly, for stations near the end of the line,
where Park and Ride is a necessity, alternative lots that aren’t adjacent to the station itself
could be built on less valuable land.
How should WMATA strategically treat station access?
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Existing and future surface transit is negatively impacted by on‐street traffic congestion.
Congestion reduces travel speeds, making these modes slower, less reliable, less efficient
and ultimately, less enticing as a viable mode of transport. Implementing running way
improvements on key corridors (i.e. transit signal priority, dedicated lanes, and queue jump
lanes) would greatly improve travel times and efficiency of the service, leading to increased
ridership and ultimately lower operating costs. A WMATA study on the Priority Corridor
Network (PCN) indicated that surface transit ridership on 23 corridors in the region would
more than double by 2030 if these running way improvements were implemented
implemented. Adding
these elements would create a regional backbone of high speed, efficient surface transit.
However, many of these improvements must be developed and implemented by the
jurisdictions as owners and operators of the region’s road network. The HOT lane and value
pricing studies in this region have demonstrated the potential to implement a high‐speed
surface transit network as well as provide the road infrastructure itself, and create a
funding stream for jurisdictions to make the infrastructure improvements.
How can we better articulate to local jurisdictions the impacts of congestion on surface
transit and advocate for these opportunities which will ultimately make surface transit
more efficient and provide a better service.
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Individual jurisdictions are developing their own transit services and networks, though
operations of some of these services have yet to be finalized. These services typically do
not reach across jurisdictional boundaries and therefore, do not always serve the

greater region’s needs. This results in a system with multiple operators, fare
policies, and service levels. Metro is studying the integration of LRT and streetcar in
terms of maintenance, fares, and workforce.
What is Metro’s role in providing future surface transit in the region?
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Overlaying Metro’s rail service on MWCOG’s activity centers map shows that the majority
off these
h
centers are not served
d by
b rail.
il Iff jobs
j b and
d housing
h i are targeted
d iin these
h
areas,
transit service needs to be provided to accommodate the need. Additionally, 45% of the
growth in home based work trips will be between suburbs, a trip that is too often unserved
or underserved by transit. However, as shown by the inability of SmartMover to attract
riders between Bethesda and Tysons Corner, serving these suburban destinations is a
challenge when destinations are dispersed, density is low, and communities are not
walkable.
The new streetcar and LRT services proposed by a number of jurisdictions will help to serve
the activity centers. With the extension to Dulles via Tysons Corner, the potential for
reverse commuting on WMATA will increase as workers choose to live in the District or
along the Orange Line corridor and commute out to Tysons. Reverse commuting would
increase the efficiency of rail, as riders would fill the essentially empty seats on AM
outbound trains. Lastly, outer jurisdictions have expressed interest in extending various
lines further. However, while this could bring new riders to the system, it would add to the
core capacity, station access, and O&M issues.
What is the most effective way for transit to serve activity centers? What should Metro’s
role be?
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Operations and maintenance (O&M) costs are on the rise – fuel, labor, energy, and other
costs continue
i
to iimpact the
h organization.
i i
These
h
costs are expected
d to outpace ridership
id hi
growth, resulting in larger subsidies across WMATA’s services.
Apart from cost cutting measures, opportunities to handle O&M costs can be generally
placed into two groups. First, increase revenues by supporting transit‐oriented
development, which adds riders within a walkable distance at existing stations, and
capturing
p
g the added value of proximity
p
y to transit ((i.e. value capture
p
mechanisms).
) Second,,
increase the efficiency of transit – adding dedicated bus lanes or other transit priority
measures to increase the overall efficiency of the route, and encouraging reverse
commuting adds riders without adding service (i.e. from the core to Tysons).
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Metro’s lack of a dedicated funding stream makes long‐term capital planning a challenge.
However, the non‐binding capital funding agreement among the jurisdictions does provide
some predictability. Metro’s Capital Needs Inventory (2009) identified $11.4 billion of
needs between FY11 – 20. Roughly two‐thirds of the cost is for system maintenance or
state of good repair and one‐third is for capacity enhancements to improve quality of
service. It does not include system expansion projects. In the six‐year CIP, there is about
$800 million annually from the jurisdictions which primarily funds state of good repair and
safety measures.
measures Therefore,
Therefore between FY11 – 20,
20 there is approximately $3B of unfunded
capital needs in addition to any capital needs to fund expansion.

How can Metro better advocate for dedicated funding and/or other sources?
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